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DEVELOPED BY USERS
We have been in the industry for more then 10 years. We have always 
known their was a better and more efficient way to handle bulky loads. 
Aluexbeams has been tried and perfected in the field. Our product is 
unlike any other lifting device. Its light weight design makes it usable 
for many different applications.

SAFETY
Safety is our number one priority with Aluexbeams 
lifting devices. All products are CE certified

TIME SAVING
With Aluexbeams lifting devices you will save time! Within a 
few minutes you are ready to start lifting. Our product gets 
the job done quicker and more efficiently.

LIGHT WEIGHT
Our goal is to bring light weight and manageable 
products that can handle heavy loads.
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Aluex 5T is a versatile spreader beam 
that carry loads up to 5T. 
Within a few seconds the beam is ready to use 
and is superlight, only 35kg!
Handmade in aluminum.

Specifications 
Aluex 5

WLL (t) 5

Length Y (cm) 254

Length X (cm) 400

Weight (kg) 35

5

Y=254

X=400

Only
35 kg!



With a capacity of 10T and weights only 45kg, 
this is our most popular spreader beam.
This is probably the most versatile spreader 
beam on the market.

Specifications 
Aluex 10

WLL (t) 10

Length Y (cm) 254

Length X (cm) 400

Weight (kg) 45

10
Popular!

Y=254

X=400



This is the wide span version of our flagship lifting 
spreader that has a width of 540 cm when fully 
extended.
The Aluex is anything but heavy, forget everything 
that feels slow and cumbersome to use. Unloading 
and set up of the Aluex is faster than any other lifting 
spreader on the market.

Specifications 
Aluex 10+

WLL (t) 10

Length Y (cm) 254

Length X (cm) 540

Weight (kg) 65

10+

Y=254

X=540



Aluex 15T is our newest revolutionary spreader beam!
First model on the market with interchangeable arms.
Easy to unbolt and change out arms if necessary.
The center of the beam is made of steel. 

» Now also available as a straight spreader beam!

Specifications 
Aluex 15

WLL (t) 15

Length Y (cm) 245

Length X (cm) 381

Weight (kg) 95

NEW!
15

Y=245

X=381



NEW!

Unique spreader beams for 
heavier lifts!
Still very manageable and easy to 
maneuver with your hands. 
Probably the fastest beam to use 
on the market in its size. 

Specifications

PRODUCT (WLL) 50t 40t 25t

Length Y (cm) 550 651 542

Length X (cm) 800 966 783

Length Z (cm) 45 45 29

Weight (kg) 1100 1205 683

50 | 40 | 25

Y

Z

X

NOW BIGGER BEAMS
FROM ALUEXBEAMS!



Aluex Lifter is the most safe and efficient way 
to lift beams and roof trusses. It meets safety 
requirements of various lifting purposes.
The chain loosens automatically when the lifted 
item is safely in the right position. Aluex Lifter is 
very fast and won’t damage the lifted items.

Specifications 
Aluex Lifter

WLL (t) 1

Length Y (cm) 18

Length X (cm) 65

Length Z (cm) 10

Weight (kg) 12

Lifter

18 10

65

Watch video on 
aluexbeams.com/aluex-lifter
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